OVERVIEW

A Doctoral School within PSL University

Bringing together the University Paris Dauphine and the Engineering School Mines ParisTech

350 PhD students in 2020, in a variety of disciplines, from mathematics to political science
5 doctoral programs, implementing the selection of candidates and doctoral courses, associated with high level research centers.
ADMISSION TO DOCTORATE

• Applications are evaluated by the doctoral commissions in each doctoral program

• Priority to students selected to benefit from a doctoral contract

2020 Terms:

45 doctoral contracts funded by the State and PSL University, but also by the Ecole normale supérieure and the Ecole Polytechnique

And 18 CIFRE (PhD contracts co-financed by a private company and the French government)
SUPERVISION & DURATION

Normal duration: 3 years
Variable effective duration according to the discipline

Every year: opinion of the individual monitoring committee

Compulsory presentation of works in a research center seminar

Compulsory Pre-defence before the 4th year registration in Dauphine registration in Dauphine
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- 353 registered PhD student (2019-2020)
- 86 1st year
- 22 thesis with a joint international supervision
- 100 foreign PhD students

Source: ADUM
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8 PhD defences in Mines ParisTech in 2019

76 PhD defences in Dauphine in 2019

Distributed according the following fields:
- Computer Science: 16%
- Economics: 18%
- Law: 7%
- Management: 31%
- Mathematics: 17%
- Social Sciences: 11%
- Law: 7%

Distributed according the following fields:
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION AFTER THE PHD*

Mean duration before access to a job

2.1 months in Social Science

0.9 month in Mathematics and computer Science

Net mensual median wage

2 908 €

37.8% of PhDs have a position in the public sector

43.2% of PhDs work in private firms

72.2% of PhDs exercise in an international context

*Source: Survey on the professional integration of holders of doctorates prepared at Dauphine (2018)